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Quarters: 
a place to call your own
Developed to provide a haven away from the hustle 
and bustle of a busy workplace, Quarters creates a 
secluded space for individual focused work, a private 
place to take a call, or a cosy, comfortable meeting 
space for creative collaboration. 
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Having an inclusive, light space, where you can also store your 
belongings, is vital for wellbeing. Quarters brings a sense of peace and 
belonging to an office environment. 

The specialised sound dampening panels envelop the storage 
component, so individuals are always connected to the hubbub and buzz 
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A FLEXIBLE FAMILY OF 
SHELTERED WORKING SPACES

of the office, but have a buffer – a tranquil and relaxing retreat to 
work in, whether alone or in groups. 

Uniquely designed with personal storage embedded for easy access, 
Quarters ensures that all your belongings are tucked safely away 
within the booths while you work. 
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FEATURES
Each Quarters booth has been designed with 
the evolving workplace in mind. From the 
beautifully crafted panels, designed to reflect 
iconic Anglepoise lighting, to the addition of 
flexible storage and accessories, you can specify 
an acoustic booth to perfectly enhance your 
workspace. 

Hover over each booth feature for more detail. 

Quarters - Features



MEETING 
BOOTHS
The modern office is changing. As we all adopt 
and adapt to new and flexible working patterns, 
workplaces will be used more and more for 
collaboration, face-to-face meetings, and lively 
hubs in which to build relationships.

Whether grabbing a coffee, catching up or working 
on a project, Quarters meeting booths provide 
relaxed privacy for creative collaboration of up 
to 6 people. Quarters’ acoustic panels shield a 
noisy office space, ensuring that productivity and 
innovation can remain a priority, while still being 
connected with the rest of the office space. 
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Face to face meeting spaces 
with soft seating benches and 
a meeting table
These multifunctional two, four and six person booths encourage 
collaboration whilst providing a subtle buffer to the rest of the office.

Below is just a selection of meeting booth options and their key features. 
Get in touch to discover the full range. 

Quarters - Meeting booth

Key Features

Booths available in 2 heights and 4 widths

Booth panels and bench seating are available 
in over 400 fabric colors. Visit our finishes page 
for more information

Tabletops avail0able in 8 laminates

Acoustic panels tested to BS EN ISO 354:2003 
Equivalent Sound Absorption Area and Object 
Sound Absorption Coefficient

USB power

Compatible with Anglepoise Type 80 wall, desk 
and ceiling lights

Range of steel and wood accessories available

Occupancy: 2,4 or 6 people

Booth height options: 55.1”/1400mm or 
66.3”/1685mm

Booth width options: 31.5”/800mm, 
39.4”/1000mm, 63”/1600mm or 78.7”/2000mm 

Work surface:  
63”/1600mm wide booth - W 37.8”/960mm 
x D 47.2”/1200mm,  
78.7”/2000mm wide booth - W 37.8”/960mm  
x D 63”/1600mm

Storage options: Left or right of booth

Booth and seating: Camira fabric 

Worktop: MFC*

Table leg: Steel

Download images | CAD | Revit files 

8*Only available in 63”/1600mm and 78.7”/2000mm wide booths

https://www.bisley.com/resources/product-images/range-quarters/type-all/en
https://www.bisley.com/resources/product-images/range-quarters/type-all/cb
https://www.bisley.com/resources/product-images/range-quarters/type-all/rf


DOUBLE BOOTHS
Quarters double booths have been designed with quiet conversations, 
impromptu one-to-ones and paired work in mind. Sheltered but not 
totally private, these side-by-side, sound dampened spaces provide just 
the right amount of buffer for maximum co-working productivity.  
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Quarters - Double booths

Key Features

Booths available in 2 heights and 2 widths 

Booth panels and bench seating are available 
in over 400 fabric colors. Visit our finishes page 
for more information

Desktops available in 8 laminates 

Acoustic panels tested to BS EN ISO 354:2003 
Equivalent Sound Absorption Area and Object 
Sound Absorption Coefficient 

USB power 

Compatible with Anglepoise Type 80 wall and 
desk lights 

Range of steel accessories available

Occupancy: 2 people 

Booth height options: 55.1”/1400mm or 
66.3”/1685mm 

Booth width options: 63”/1600mm or 
78.7”/2000mm 

Work surface:  
63”/1600mm wide booth - W 63.1”/1604mm  
x D 17.7”/450mm,  
78.7”/2000mm wide booth - W 78.9”/2004mm 
x D 17.7”/450mm  

Storage options: Back of booth 

Booth: Camira fabric 

Worktop: MFC

Side-by-side double person booths 
with desking or bench seating 
As the office becomes a hub for collaboration, Quarters double booths 
provide practical space for ideas and co-working. Keeping the agile worker 
in mind, the unique storage element delivers flexibility and peace of mind. 

Choose from soft bench seating or sitting and standing height desks, 
plus an array of storage options. Contact your Bisley Representative to 
discover all double booth possibilities.

Download images | CAD | Revit files 

https://www.bisley.com/resources/product-images/range-quarters/type-all/en
https://www.bisley.com/resources/product-images/range-quarters/type-all/cb
https://www.bisley.com/resources/product-images/range-quarters/type-all/rf


SINGLE BOOTHS
A place of seclusion in a busy modern office, single Quarters booths provide a calm and quiet 
space for focus. The acoustic panels help zone out external noise, so you can concentrate in 
peace, and cocoon yourself away while still touching base with your surroundings.
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Quarters - Single booths

Key Features

Booths available in 2 heights and 2 widths

Booth panels and bench seating are available 
in over 400 fabric colors. Visit our finishes page 
for more information

Desktops available in 8 laminates

Acoustic panels tested to BS EN ISO 354:2003 
Equivalent Sound Absorption Area and Object 
Sound Absorption Coefficient

USB power

Compatible with Anglepoise Type 80 wall and 
desk lights

Range of steel accessories available

Occupancy: 1 person

Booth height options: 55.1”/1400mm or 
66.3”/1685mm

Booth width options: 31.5”/800mm or 
39.4”/1000mm 

Work surface:  
31.5”/800mm wide booth - W 31.7”/804mm  
x D 17.7”/450mm,  
39.4”/1000mm wide booth - W 39.5”/1004mm  
x D 17.7”/450mm

Storage options: Back of booth

Booth: Camira fabric

Worktop: MFC

Single person booths with desking 
or soft seating
When you need to focus, Quarters single booths provide a private, quiet space 
with everything you need for maximum productivity. With embedded storage for 
easy access, power and acoustic panels, concentrated work becomes easy within 
a bustling office environment.  

Download images | CAD | Revit files 

https://www.bisley.com/resources/product-images/range-quarters/type-all/en
https://www.bisley.com/resources/product-images/range-quarters/type-all/cb
https://www.bisley.com/resources/product-images/range-quarters/type-all/rf


ANGLEPOISE
Two iconic British brands, Bisley and Anglepoise, 
come together to create Quarters. Combining 
heritage, practicality and style for the agile worker 
of today. 

Since its inception in 1932, the Anglepoise lamp has achieved iconic 
status and is recognised all around the world.

Over the years, the Anglepoise lamp has been developed under the 
careful watch of the founding Terry family, without ever losing sight of 
unique, characterful form.

In his 90th year Kenneth Grange, notorious British industrial product 
designer, invented Type 80, a contemporary lighting collection. 
Precision engineered to deliver style, ease of use and consistency across 
the collection.

With over 160 years of expertise between them, Bisley and Anglepoise 
collaborate to launch Quarters. Each booth reflects Anglepoise’s world-
renowned design, with the radius of the soft panels and stitch detailing 
matching the iconic Type 80 lampshade.

Sitting elegantly within the booths to provide extra lighting whilst you 
work, Anglepoise provides the perfect environment to settle and focus. 
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Designed by Sir Kenneth Grange, the Type 80 desk 
and ceiling lights have a striking, graphic profile with 
an attractive ‘halo’ light escape feature, adding an 
extra dimension to low light environments. 

Shade diameter: 5.7”/14.5cm

Shade height: 6.3”/16cm 

Max reach: 27.6”/70cm (from base  
to shade) 

Base size: 6.9”/17.5cm  x 4.9”/12.5cm

Cable length: 74.8”/190cm

Shade diameter: 5.7”/14.5cm 

Shade height: 8.1”/20.6cm

Ceiling rose diameter: 3.5”/9cm

Cable length: 59”/150cm

Compatible with the Cloud accessory

Type 80 Desk Lamp Type 80 Pendant

DimensionsDimensions

Matt painted with an aluminium shade, 
cast iron base with aluminium cover and 
integrated shade switch. 

Matt painted with an aluminium finish.
Anglepoise Type 80 lighting is available in the following four colors:

Matte Black Grey Mist Rose Pink Pistachio Green
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STORAGE
Having an inclusive, light space, where you can also 
store your belongings, is vital for wellbeing in any 
modern office environment. Uniquely designed with 
bespoke storage embedded for easy access, Quarters 
ensures that all your belongings are tucked safely away 
within the booths while you work. 



Quarters can accommodate any of our storage solutions available in 31.5”/800, 39.4”/1000, 63”/1600 or 78.7”/2000mm wide. There is a huge array of options, meaning you 
can choose the type of storage to best suit your needs. Whether that’s personal storage lodges or traditional storage cupboards and drawers, finished in wood or steel. 

Here is just a selection of storage options you can specify. Don’t forget our team are on hand to help you choose the best option for you. 

The LateralFile range is stylish and high-quality, with a 
seamfree design and soft- close double-skin doors. With a 
strong reputation and a timeless aesthetic appeal, LateralFile 
is the first choice for architects, designers and end users 
around the world. 

Inspired by the need for a versatile and open working 
environment, Be offers perfect, varied combinations for a mix 
of interchangeable work spaces. 

LateralFile

Be

STORAGE OPTIONS FOR QUARTERS BOOTHS
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SystemFile

Bridge

Glide

From drawers and cupboards, to tambour doors and 
combination units, SystemFile fits the needs of the 
modern workplace. Flexible and affordable, SystemFile 
looks great in any environment. 

Inspired by the traditional meeting room credenza, but re-
imagined for the contemporary office and work styles, Bridge 
connects flexible spaces together. 

This innovative unit combines clean, unbroken lines with 
thoughtful details that ensure the sliding doors really do glide. 
With door options offering acoustic dampening, this is an 
ideal, space-saving system for open plan work environments.
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Quarters - Storage options



Wirelessly connected for efficiency and 
seamless worldwide integration, the latest 
smart locking technology allows management 
to remotely assign and manage users, access 
audit and analytics reports, schedule auto lock/
unlock and receive instant alarm alerts. 

Working hand-in-hand with attractive swipe 
RFID or keypad operated locks, this option 
is recommended for our premium storage 
ranges. 

Wireless Smart Locks (RFID)LOCK OPTIONS
Our wide range of secure locking options gives all employees – whether 
permanent, mobile or nomadic – a sense of control, peace of mind and 
belonging while at work.

There is a variety of solutions to choose from. Wireless and hard-wired smart 
locks are compatible with the latest remote access technology, putting you in 
complete control. Or, more traditional key and combination locks are a great 
solution for visitors and shared storage spaces.   

Speak to us about your locking requirements and we can recommend a 
solution to best suit your needs.  

Suitable for a wide range 
of Bisley products, the M3 
Mechanical Lock is ideal for 
a single user, with secure 
four-digit codes, integrated 
scramble feature and master 
key for management override.

All the benefits of the M3 
Mechanical Lock, but more 
suited to public use with new 
user codes easily set up each 
time the lock is open.

Suitable for both shared and assigned 
use, the E4 Digital Lock is an attractive 
solution with highly secure four to seven-
digit codes and both visible and audible 
indicators. 

The locks are also compatible with a 
mobile app to manage power and user 
credentials, amongst other remote 
features. 

Hard-wired smart locks are discreet in 
appearance but offer convenient benefits 
with the management hardware and app 
packages available. The terminal can be fitted 
to a surface or embedded directly into a bank 
of lockers, streamlining locker management 
by operating with different credentials 
or even pre-existing staff-ID cards. The 
management software offers a real time audit 
trial, utilization reports and the possibility to 
assign lockers from mobile devices. 

Hard-wired Smart Locks 

M3 Mechanical Locks 
(Assigned use)

M2 Mechanical Locks 
(Shared use) 

E4 Digital Locks
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ACCESSORIES
18

Enhance your Quarters booth with a range of specially developed steel and 
wood accessories, designed to hook snugly over the acoustic paneling. 



ACCESSORIES
The expandable ladder system means you can 
mix and match your accessories to suit each 
booth. Whether that’s meeting booth essentials, 
or creating a cosy solo booth with attachments 
for mood boosting biophilia.   

Link up whiteboards, shelving, coat hangers and 
planters, all available in our widest paint palette 
so you can get creative with color and design a 
booth with everything you need to hand. 
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01 The Cloud

02 Coat hook

03 Shelf

04 Shelf and accessory combination 

05 Perforated panel combination 

06 Perforated panel with accessories 

07 Planter shelf

08 Small whiteboard

09 Magazine shelf

10 Large perforated panel and accessories 

11 Whiteboard and shelf
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FINISHES
Design a booth to seamlessly match your aesthetic or 
experiment with our huge range of finish options to 
create a beautiful statement within your workspace! 
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Finishes
Fabric finishes

Acoustic panels and bench seating

There are over 400 fabrics to choose from, so we have selected 20 that compliment some of our most popular paint colors as a helpful guide. 
Please contact your Bisley Representative for information on all the fabrics available. 

Chalk 
AB9

Dijon
BQ5

Bisley Pink
BR4

Camira Nexus, 
Chalk UNY12

Camira Syngery 
170, Share LDP85

Verona Cherry 
019

Camira 
Synergy 170, 
Alike LDP62

Prussian 
BP7

York
AG9

Cream
AV6

Sepia Brown
BR8

Bisley Blue
BC6

Gabriel Just 
2494-62088

Camira Blazer Lite 
Angel, LTH49

Natural Mandal 
Maple 006

Camira Synergy 
Chemistry, 

LDS35

Anthracite 
Grey AA3

Light Grey
AV7

Tickleweed
BQ6

Bisley Orange
BN6

Ocean Blue
BZ2

Camira 
Synergy Frame 

LDS22

Camira Era 170, 
Aeon CSX20

Natural Carini 
Walnut 645

Silver
ARN

Steel Silver 
ASC

Beige
AV8

Coffee
AV5

Palest Pink 
CB2

Camira Era 
170, Futurist 

CSX01

Gabriel Tonal,         
2495-64210

Ellmau Beech
016

Camira Lucia, 
Havanna, YB009

Black
 AV1

Goose Grey
AV4

Yellow 
BP2

Seville
BQ4

Azure
BP5

Gabriel Just 
2494-62087

Gabriel Bond 
65099

Natural Kendal 
Oak 018

Blazer Lite 
Retreat, LTH39

Olive Green
BX6

Portland 
AB8

Bisley Green
BH2

Fuchsia 
BE2

Oxford Blue
AY7

Camira Lucia,
Lobster, YB087

Camira Nexus, 
Petrol UNY10

Black
574

Regent
AG8

Golden 
Sunflower CD1

Cardinal Red
AY8

Doulton
AN7

Gabriel Bond, 
63084

Gabriel Tonal, 
2495-66184

Shorewood
529

Slate
AN9

Traffic White 
BA5

Camira Blazer 
Goldsmith 

CUZ39

Camira Blazer 
Camphill CUZ1K

Platinum White
562

Laminate finishes
Table tops and storage wraps

Steel paint finishes
Storage doors

Vision palette

Vision palette



www.bisley.com/get-in-touch
Get in touch

www.bisley.com

Visit bisley.com to find out more, or contact your Bisley 
Representative for more information on the Quarters range.

https://www.bisley.com/get-in-touch/
http://www.bisley.com/
https://www.bisley.com/
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